Department Business & Management

For professional people:
Face-to-face studies at FOM University

Master of Business
Administration (MBA)
For experts and managers wishing to acquire strategic
managerial expertise in order to pursue new career
opportunities.

fom.de

Study programm Master of Business Administration (MBA)

Wanted:
international leaders
According to the Global Competitiveness Report, Germany ranks fifth among
the fastest growing economies in the world*. Companies that understand the
importance of shaping their futures in a highly dynamic economic environment,
with the help of leaders who perform confidently in the international arena,
are key to the country’s success. The predominately English-language MBA study
programme at FOM University of Applied Sciences takes a systematic approach
to helping you to gain an understanding of the various challenges facing
global markets, strengthen your leadership skills and acquire a
comprehensive overview of all business management tasks.
*
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Source: Global Competitiveness Report 2017–2018

The FOM MBA

Integral Total Management (ITM)
Thanks to the ITM concept, the MBA study
programme provides you with a 360° entrepreneurial perspective.

» Learn more on page 5

Practical experience
FOM University of Applied Sciences is the
university of choice for professionals with
close ties with the business world.
• Case studies
• Leadership skills
• Interdisciplinary approach
• Soft skills

» Learn more on page 6

Personal coaching
Voluntary coaching specifically tailored to
MBA students assists you both in your personal
development and in planning your career.

» Learn more on page 8

MBA programme & specialisations
Choose one of seven areas of specialisation – two of
which are taught in block seminars abroad – and delve
deeper to acquire future-oriented expertise.

» Learn more on page 9

MBA lecturers
Learn from highly qualified academics and
experienced professionals and managers
from the world of business.

» Learn more on page 10
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For brilliant
minds with bright
futures ahead of them
During the MBA study programme at FOM University of
Applied Sciences you will gain key management qualifications. The aim is to optimally prepare you for the challenges
faced by global companies and help you to evolve from
being a manager to become an international leader.
What makes the MBA study programme at FOM special is that you learn
how to take the effects of your decision-making processes in all areas of the
company into account. You acquire one of the most crucial skills in business,
enabling you to stand out as a top manager in an executive role. The 360°
entrepreneurial perspective is based on a learning concept developed by
FOM: Integral Total Management (ITM).
The acquisition of a 360° perspective is supported by the interdisciplinary
approach of the MBA lectures, among other things. Since the study programme is aimed at graduates from all areas of specialisation who have at
least one year of professional experience, you can benefit from the experiences and perspectives of your coursemates, with each individual bringing
their professional background to the table. This gives you the opportunity to
gain a practical insight into other working fields and expand your horizons.
As a general course of study, the MBA conveys in-depth specialist knowledge
from all areas of management, such as economics, marketing, financial
management, business law and digitisation. You will build on your professional and personal leadership skills by working in groups and examining
case studies. You can also select one of seven areas of specialisation in order
to gain more targeted expertise in a particular field. After completing your
MBA, you will be able to take on a management role in an international
company, develop and implement global strategies and optimise cross-company
procedures. You will also be optimally prepared to take over or found a
company of your own.

This study programme provides you with the skills to:
•	perform managerial tasks in international organisations
•	make confident, well-informed decisions
•	handle complex negotiations and make convincing presentations
•	develop and implement global strategies
•	optimise company-wide processes

Upon successful completion of the study programme,
you will be awarded the academic degree of
Master of Business Administration (MBA)
All information about the study programme is available at
fom.de/master-business-administration-mba
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Perspectives on studying …

… from teaching

Valuable key
competences
Professor Dr Dr habil. Eric Frère,
Dean of Business Administration II at
FOM University of Applied Sciences and
Director of the FOM Master of Business
Administration study programme

“Business decisions frequently entail
complex processes. Analysing these
beforehand and developing appropriate
solutions are key factors that determine the
success of a business. Managers who have
these skills and can perform confidently in
the international business arena against the
background of an increasingly globalised
economy are therefore more valuable than
ever before. The MBA provides you with
comprehensive skills and qualifications to
take on such positions.”

… from research

Benefit from
research results
Prof. Dr Piotr Zmuda,
Deputy Scientific Director of the KCC
KompetenzCentrum for Corporate
Social Responsibility

“Research findings from the KCC
KompetenzCentrum for Corporate Social
Responsibility which are incorporated into
the MBA courses entail exploring sustainable
stakeholder value creation in business, the
transition to a circular economy in a
business-to-business context, implementation of circular business models, and
decision-making in network relationships.”
The areas of research and teaching are
directly linked at FOM University of
Applied Sciences. This allows Master’s
students to actively participate in
research. Institutes and competence
centres have links to all university
departments, and their projects and
activities provide important input for
teaching, among other things.

Study programme with
future prospects

Business administration graduates are
required in all economic sectors.

Source: Thomas Hetz, Managing Director of Bundesarbeitgeberverband der
Personaldienstleister e.V. (BAP) 2020

Important information on the Master’s degree course
Time model
FOM University of Applied Sciences offers lecture periods that differ
depending on the place of study and the start of the programme
(winter or summer semester). Information on the start of the semester and lecture periods is available at fom.de or at the Central
Student Advisory Ofﬁce at 0800 1 95 95 95.

Evening and Saturday lectures
Lecture times1)
Usually 2–3 times a month on Fridays from 6 p.m. to 9.15 p.m.
and on Saturdays from 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The administrative language of the study programme is German.

Photos: © AdobeStock: NDABCREATIVITY, Vasyl; Julien Eichinger; Eric Frère; Piotr Zmuda; Klaus Lesker; Thomas Marquardt; Tom Schulte Fotografie;
Christian Vogel; Ruud Heijblom; Elke Kux; Andreas Löhr; Thomas C. Peisl; Svend Reuse; Ian Walsh; Bernd Wassermann; THYSSENKRUPP

Entry requirements
University degree2)
• (Diplom, Magister, Bachelor, Staatsexamen) worth
210 credit points3) (applicants with a university degree worth
180 credit points3) may be admitted to a study programme with
appropriate professional experience or the recognition of other
university achievements)
• At least one year’s professional experience after the
first degree
• Adequate knowledge of English (corresponding to intermediate language level B2 according to GER, e. g. at least 860 points in
the TOEIC exam or at least 83 points in the TOEFL exam)
• Must currently be employed4)

Scope of performance
90 credit points3) according to ECTS

Like all European universities, FOM University of Applied Sciences awards credit
points in accordance with the standards of the European Credit Transfer and
Accumulation System (ECTS).

Study centres
Berlin | Cologne | Düsseldorf | Essen | Frankfurt a. M.
Hamburg | Mannheim | Munich | Nuremberg | Stuttgart

For programmes starting in winter semester 2023:
13,800 € (4), payable in 24 monthly payments of 575 € each,
plus a one-off payment of matriculation fee 1,580 € (5)
and examination fee 500 € (with registration for final thesis) 6)

Financing Security
FOM University of Applied Sciences is strongly committed to its
mission in education: to provide all professionals qualified for higher
education with high quality academic programmes without limiting
their work and professional activities. In case of financial difficulties, students will be offered – based on individual agreement – the
options to continue their study by extending the duration of monthly
payments or to take a break of up to two semesters free of charge.
For more information, please refer to fom.de/studienﬁnanzierung

Semester start
March & September (depending on the study centre)

Duration
3 semesters plus thesis

Holidays
Mid to end of February and August

Accreditation
FOM is a system-accredited university. This means that this Master’s
study programme is also accredited.
Lecture times may vary depending on the study centre. Subject to change.
Degrees from accredited Bachelor study programmes at vocational academies
(tertiary education institutions offering academic education and practical in-company
training). 3) FOM awards credit points according to the standards of the European
Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). These standards measure the
workload of students during the study programme. 4) The tuition fees may be tax
deductible under certain circumstances. Please contact your accountant or tax office
for more information. 5) Participants who have already completed or are taking in a
study programme or a recognised continuing education programme at one of the
institutes belonging to the BCW Group pay half the enrolment fee. 6) The
examination fee will be charged again if the student resubmits their thesis.
1)
2)

Tuition fees
For programmes starting in summer semester 2023:
11,880 € (4), payable in 24 monthly payments of 495 € each,
plus a one-off payment of matriculation fee 1,580 € (5)
and examination fee 350 € (with registration for final thesis) 6)

Application
Apply for the study programme at
fom.de/anmeldung

Test of English for International Communication (TOIEC)
The TOIEC allows you to prove that you have the language skills required for admission. FOM University of Applied Sciences is an authorised test
centre represented in several German cities. More information on the TOIEC and dates for the language test at the individual FOM study centres
is available at fom.de/toeic.
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Integral Total Management (ITM)
Gain a 360° entrepreneurial perspective

During the MBA study programme at FOM you will learn how to think and act on an integrative,
practical basis. The Integral Total Management (ITM) concept developed by FOM uses case studies
to highlight the complex interrelationships between the individual specialist disciplines and decisionmaking fields of the management world. In the learning modules and subsequent assessments, your
lecturers will ensure that you take the practical consequences for the entire company into account
in your approach and decisions.

Analysis techniques and checklists specially
developed for the MBA support the ITM
method and ensure that you gain far more
than an isolated perspective of individual
management disciplines. As part of each
assignment, you will use guided questions to
think through your business decision in
terms of its effects on all areas of the
company, such as marketing and sales,
finance or human resources. Ethics, sustainability and digitisation are three dimensions
that are always considered in the overall
process. In terms of its research focus and
study content, the ITM concept is primarily
geared towards economic questions and the
institutional and international framework
6

Dr Klaus Lesker,
Managing Partner DIAG –
Deutsche Industrieanlagen GmbH

“Predicting market developments, adapting company
processes and inspiring employees to take new directions, the
MBA stands for sovereign
leadership with a future-oriented
vision for the company.”

conditions faced by companies. This
orientation is of key importance, as smalland medium-sized companies in particular
require more general action from their
managers, and large enterprises are
increasingly being restructured into smaller,
more flexible units.
Working alongside your studies is therefore
the ideal combination. You can apply your
newly acquired knowledge directly in your
professional environment and incorporate
practical projects from your job into your
degree at the same time. Theory and
practice, study and work are all closely
intertwined in the MBA at FOM.

Practical experience:
success comes from DOING

Case studies:
Develop practical solutions
Using real-world problems from the
everyday working world, you will work on
addressing complex entrepreneurial issues
and developing alternative decision tracks.
The solutions for your case studies will be
assessed and debated directly in plenary
sessions by means of presentations showcasing results and discussions in lectures. The
practical learning style is also reflected in the
course assessments. You do not sit exams;
instead assignments will be given exclusively in
English, and you will work on practical tasks.

Leadership skills:
Grow together
In addition to acquiring specialist knowledge,
developing leadership skills is an essential
component of the MBA study programme.
You will give group presentations and hold
discussions throughout the study programme
at FOM, which will help you to work on
things like teamwork and debating skills, and
your ability to give and receive criticism, as
well as give you the opportunity to try out
leadership methods and improve your
confidence in negotiations. You will also
expand your network and connect with
experts among your coursemates in a wide
range of specialist fields.

Interdisciplinary approach:

FOM University of Applied Sciences was founded by
trade associations. This close connection to the business
world is one reason for the distinct practical approach of
the FOM MBA study programme. From the outset, you
will learn about theoretical principles and their practical
application in the overall context of all company processes.
The aim is to prove every theoretical concept in
management practice.
*

Workshops are optional. A minimum number of participants is required for a workshop to take place.

Exchange experiences with others
The concept of the MBA study programme
incorporates the personal, academic and
professional expertise of every single
participant of the lectures. The interdisciplinary approach of the lectures will offer you an
insight into a wide range of companies and
working fields, as well as their problems and
possible solutions. You can apply your
coursemates‘ professional experiences to the
approach taken in your own business
practice. This will enable you to expand your
horizons far beyond those of a traditional
university degree.

Soft skills:
The key to success
Successful managers need not only specialist
expertise but also the right mindset. With
this in mind, the study programme will cover
key elements such as assertiveness, crisis
management and team- and solutionoriented
thinking – whether part of the compulsory
modules or additional workshops*. This
means that you can expand and deepen
your soft skills according to your individual
wishes and needs.
7
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Personal
coaching
During the third semester of the study programme, you
will have the chance to receive personal coaching specifically tailored to MBA students. This coaching is a free and
voluntary opportunity that will help you to develop your
skills and grow on a personal level, as well as plan your
career. Key elements of the FOM coaching concept include
a personality and skills analysis, the identification of
professional goals and an action plan to ensure that you
gain the essential qualifications for the position you want.

A three-stage professional personality and skills analysis helps you to
discover where your strengths lie, what jobs match your profile and what
skills you can build on further to ensure personal and professional growth.
What are your goals?
At FOM, coaching takes a methodological
approach. At the kick-off event you will
learn about the FOM coaching model and
how coaching works as a method of
encouraging personal growth. Then you
will have your first coaching session
together with your coursemates. In the
course of this session, you will define your
professional goals and familiarise yourself
with the methodology in a series of
games. A preview of personal coaching
will then follow.

What is your personality
proﬁle?
After the kick-off event, you will work
through the “Bochumer Inventar zur
berufsbezogenen Persönlichkeitsbeschreibung” (BIP), a personality analysis that
uses 210 statements about professional
orientation, working behaviour, social skills
and psychological makeup to identify 14 job-related personality traits. This
analysis is ultimately used to create your
personality and skills profile.

Which strategy will get you to the ﬁnishing line?
In the personal coaching sessions that follow, your personality and skills profile will be
aligned with your professional goals. Does the goal need to be adapted? Which aspects
of your personality could you work on to enable you to fulfil the new role successfully?
You will work on strategies for your professional future together with your coach.
8

Dr Thomas Marquardt,
Global Head of Human Resources
Infineon Technologies AG

“Those who want to
achieve great things have
to look to their strengths.
The MBA programme
assists budding managers
in their personal growth,
which comprises giving
presentations in English and
solving problems in a
heterogeneous team environment. This is what
differentiates them from
other graduates.“

Alternative areas
of specialisation
As an alternative to the “International Management” specialisation in the 3rd semester,
you can choose one of four one-week block courses1) as an area of specialisation.
This allows you to optimise your specialisation to suit your professional and personal interests and gain specialist knowledge in
one of these areas of expertise. Each of the block courses is offered at one FOM study centre in Germany. This gives you the
opportunity to interact with MBA students from other regions and expand your network. Alternatively, the two-week programmes within our FOM programmes abroad offer you the chance the gain two further areas of specialisation.

Specialisation:

International Finance & Asset Management
• International Finance
• International Asset Management
Block course in Boulogne-sur-Mer

(F)

Specialisation:

Marketing & Sales
• International Marketing and
New Business Development Management
• International Sales and Key Account Management
Block course in San

Diego (USA)

Additional costs arise for areas of specialisation abroad.
Please contact the International Office for further information about the applicable costs:
+49 800 660 88 00 | international@fom.de
fom.de/international

Specialisation:

Specialisation:

• Project Management
Tools & Organisation
• Risk & Contract Management

• Tools & Techniques for
Management Consulting
• Applied Consulting

Block course in Hamburg (DE)

Block course in Düsseldorf (DE)

Specialisation:

Specialisation:

• Organisation Development
• Process, Quality & Digital
Change Management

• Starting a new business
• Developing a new business

Block course in Cologne (DE)

Block course in Munich/Berlin (DE)

Project & Contract

Process &
Digital Change

Management Consulting

Start-Up –
Entrepreneurship

The block courses are scheduled to take place during one week in June and November.
Subject to change. Specialisation block courses can only be provided if the minimum
number of participants register. 2) Areas of specialisation abroad take place once a year
and are provided during a two-week block. This will only take place if the minimum
number of students participate. Subject to change.

1)
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MBA lecturers
Your lecturers play a key role in your development as an international leader. FOM has more than
2,000 professors and lecturers whose expertise is incorporated in to the demanding MBA programme.
University professors with management experience work in tandem with international consultants
and managers from the business world to ensure that the study programme optimally prepares you
for the business challenges and requirements of day-to-day management life in the future.
A selection of lecturers on the programme
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Professor Dr Dr habil. Eric Frère is Dean of
Business Administration II and a professor of
General Business Administration. He is also the
Director of the Institute for Strategic Finance (isf)
and a lecturer in Financial Management and International Investment & Controlling. Specialisations:
finance management and entrepreneurship.
Research areas: corporate finance and corporate
social responsibility in the finance sector.

Prof. Dr Ruud Heijblom is a professor
of Business Administration and a lecturer in
Strategic Corporate Management.
Specialisation: marketing.

Elke Kux, MBA, lecturer in
Research Methods and Fundamentals
of Management Consulting.
Specialisation: research methods.

Prof. Dr Andreas Löhr is the spokesman for the
FOM Department of Economics & Management
and a professor of General Business Administration, as well as a lecturer in International
Entrepreneurship. Specialisations: finance and
entrepreneurship. Research areas: asset management and corporate risk management.

Prof. Dr Thomas C. Peisl is a professor
of General Business Administration and a
lecturer in Management Decision Making.
Specialisations: entrepreneurship and business
mapping. Research areas: international
management and innovation management.

Prof. Dr Svend Reuse is a professor
of Business Administration and a member
of the consulting committee for the
Deutschen Institut für Portfolio-Strategien
(dips) as well as a lecturer in Financial
Management. Specialisation: accounting.

Prof. Dr Joachim Rojahn, CFA, is a
professor of General Business Administration and co-director of the Institute for
Strategic Finance (isf), as well as a lecturer
in Financial Management and International
Investment & Controlling. Specialisations:
asset management and corporate finance.

Ian Walsh, MA, MBA, lecturer in International
Strategy & Sales Management and Human
Resources Management. Specialisation: soft
skills. Research areas: international business
strategies, intercultural competency, leadership
competency in global business.

Prof. Dr Bernd Wassermann is a professor
of General Business Administration and a
lecturer in Financial Management.
Specialisation: finance management.
Research areas: inheritance tax, SME
appraisal and company succession.

Photos: © thyssenkrupp AG, www.thyssenkrupp.com

“The MBA is the

best deal

”

Interview with Dr Cetin Nazikkol

Thyssenkrupp CEO for Middle East & Africa talks about how the MBA programme
at FOM prepared him for leadership tasks in upper management. It was particularly the
challenge of coping with the workload of the MBA whilst working that gave him
the drive to take on demanding tasks later on.
What motivated you to do
your MBA?
“I decided to choose the MBA as I was
looking for a practical and short study
programme which ‘got right down to
business’ and honed my entrepreneurial
skills on the whole. It was important to
me to meet other employed students
during the course to enable me to
exchange information about the programme content where necessary and to
make new contacts. I knew that I would
meet an ambitious group of people. This
appealed to me.”

Why did you decide to do the
MBA at FOM?

it through digital services, such as the
Online Campus, the modern premises
or the comprehensive organisation of
the study programme. Another reason
why I chose FOM was its networking
philosophy. The lectures are very well
connected with businesses and research
and integrate students into their networks. The cost-benefit ratio is impressive
as well. It would be fair to describe FOM’s
programme as the best deal.”

What impact did the MBA have
on your further professional
career?

“The MBA was a turning point for me.
The compact Business Studies programme, which
“The university is a
includes all necesrenowned and estabsary managelished institute with a
ment compowide-reaching presence
The MBA was a
nents, was a
thanks to its network
strong foundation
of university locations
on the road to
throughout Germany.
for me.
upper manageThe study programme
ment. Combining
at FOM was compatible
my professional life and the MBA inwith my professional and personal life.
volved managing a high workload, which
The programme consisted of lectures
should not be underestimated. However,
every second weekend, which meant
this challenge gave me motivation, which
that it was possible to go on holiday in
I took with me on my professional path.”
between lectures as well. The optimal
conditions made studying easier, be

“

turning point

Dr Cetin Nazikkol, thyssenkrupp CEO for
Middle East & Africa and MBA graduate of FOM

Later, after the MBA, you worked
as a lecturer at FOM and got to
know both sides of FOM.
As a lecturer, what do you value
about FOM?
“As a lecturer, I value the fact that FOM is
effective and efficient. The organisation,
the good processes and clear structures,
as well as the employees’ openness and
motivation are remarkable. I also recognise that FOM is very entrepreneurial.
The university is continuously evolving,
customer-oriented and always interested
in the task at hand.”
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Study programme schedule 7) – and areas of specialisation – Master of Business Administration

Soft skill workshops8) (1st– 4th semester)
• Key Managerial Competencies • Entrepreneurial Drive • Change Management • Digital Thinking • Leadership Skills • Creative Thinking
• Communication Skills • Intercultural Competencies

1st semester
Crash Course9)
•	Crash course in Business
Administration
•	Crash course in methodology

Economics
•	Supply and demand
•	Costs and revenues
•	Theory of the firm
•	Factor markets
•	Market failure
•	Unemployment and inflation
•	Money and monetary policy
•	Policy approaches
•	International trade

Marketing & Communication
•	The role of marketing
•	Market analysis
•	Company analysis
•	SWOT analysis
•	Marketing objectives
•	Marketing mix
•	Internal, external, digital, international communication

HR & Leadership Competencies
•	General framework of human
resource management
•	Corporate culture
•	Leadership in teams
•	Motivation theory

Financial Management
•	Objectives in financial management
•	Stakeholder vs shareholder
management
•	Ethical aspects in financial
management and corporate
governance
•	Financial planning
•	Investment
•	Cash management

2nd semester
Strategic Corporate Management
•	Strategic analysis
•	Theoretical approaches
•	Strategy formulation
•	Choices and implementation
•	Different strategic contexts

International Business Law
•	Main features of the German
legal system and embedment in
European and international law
•	Basics of contract law (including
European and international
references)
•	Basics and current developments
of commercial and corporate law
•	Industrial property rights — introduction to national, European
and international competition,
trademark and patent law
•	Basics of international arbitration
proceedings

Value-Based Controlling &
International Accounting
•	Classification of accounting
methods according to IFRS in
the national and international
normative context
•	Goals, objectives and principles
of IFRS accounting methods
•	Components of IFRS
annual financial statements
•	General reporting and
valuation rules of the IFRS
•	Value-oriented controlling and
indicator systems
•	Possible applications and limitations
of value-oriented indicators/systems
for performance measurement and
management through controlling

3rd semester
Research Methods
•	Organisation and
management research
•	Research strategy and design
•	Questionnaire and survey design
and sampling techniques
•	Analysis of quantitative data
•	Dilemmas of research choice

International Investment
•	Theoretical foundation of
asset management
•	Information content of derivatives
and instruments
•	Corporate diversification and hedging
•	Net present value vs real options
•	Planning of earnings, investments
and finance
•	Analysis of earnings, cash flows and
assets/liabilities
•	Finance and investment decisions
(e. g. private equity, M&A)
•	Shareholder value management

4th semester
Master's thesis and
colloquium

Academic degree:
Master of Business
Administration (MBA)

Specialisation:
International Management
•	International strategy & sales management
•	International entrepreneurship &
innovation
Alternative areas of specialisation
can be found on page 9.

Management Decision-Making
•	Decision-making techniques
•	Rational and intuitive decision
models
•	Information requirements and
information management
•	Managing risk and uncertainty

7)

	Subject to change. 8) One or two of the soft skill workshops can be attended on a voluntary basis each semester. A minimum number
of participants is required for a workshop to take place. 9) To ensure that you are well prepared for the start of your studies, FOM offers crash courses in Business Administration and Methodology, which will help you refresh your relevant basic skills and knowledge,
at the beginning of the 1st semester.

Combine your course of studies with
an FOM Study Abroad programme and
earn credits for individual academic
achievements. For further information
contact the International Ofﬁce on
+49 800 660 88 00.

FOM1179 – Q3/22

Optional Study Abroad
programme

